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Phosphorothioate modified antisense oligonucleotides (PS-
ASOs) can reduce gene expression through hybridization to
target RNAs and subsequent cleavage by RNase H1. Target
reduction through this mechanism is influenced by numerous
features of the RNA, which modulate PS-ASO binding affin-
ities to the RNA target, and how the PS-ASO-RNA hybrid is
recognized by RNase H1 for RNA cleavage. Endogenous
RNAs are frequently chemically modified, which can regulate
intra- and intermolecular interactions of the RNA. The effects
of PS-ASO modifications on antisense activity have been well
studied; however, much less is known regarding the effects of
RNA modifications on PS-ASO hybridization and RNase H1
cleavage activity. Here, we determine the effects of three
different RNAmodifications on PS-ASO binding and antisense
activity in recombinant and cell-based systems. Some RNA
modifications can reduce PS-ASO hybridization, the cleavage
activity of RNase H1, or both, while other modifications had
minimal effects on PS-ASO function. In addition to these
direct effects, RNA modifications can also change the RNA
structure, which may affect PS-ASO accessibility in a cellular
context. Our results elucidate the effects of three prevalent
RNA modifications on PS-ASO-mediated RNase H1 cleavage
activity, and such findings will help improve PS-ASO target
site selection.

INTRODUCTION
Phosphorothioate (PS)-modified antisense oligonucleotides (PS-
ASOs) bind to specific RNA targets via sequence complementarity
and can be designed to reduce gene expression through the cleav-
age action of RNase H1. Aspects of all three components of the
RNA cleavage reaction contribute to the complexity of antisense
activity, including (1) the RNase H1 enzyme concentration and
its co-effector proteins that affect the enzymatic activity; (2) the
design of the PS-ASO, which affects PS-ASO stability, RNA hy-
bridization, and PS-ASO/protein interactions; and (3) the architec-
ture of the target RNA, including the site of the target sequence
within an RNA.1–7 In addition, kinetic factors such as the rate
of splicing, translation efficiency, the rate of degradation of the
target RNA, and potential compensatory changes in target tran-
scription or “tolerance,” have all been shown to affect PS-ASO
function.8–13 These factors can affect PS-ASO activity through
multiple different mechanisms, our understanding of which is
continuously expanding.14–18
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Much progress has been made in the chemistry and design of PS-
ASOs to optimize activity and minimize toxicity. PS-ASOs designed
to serve as substrate for RNase H1 after hybridizing to the target
RNA typically consist of a central PS oligodeoxynucleotide “gap” of
8 to 12 nucleotides flanked at both ends by 20 modified wing nucleo-
tides.14,19 These wing modifications include 20-constrained ethyl
(cEt), 20-O-Methoxyethyl (MOE), 20-O-methyl (20OMe), and locked
nucleic acids (LNA) that help improve stability against nucleases and
enhance hybridization to target RNA by stabilizing an RNA-like
conformation and reducing the conformational flexibility of the
molecule.20–27 Replacement of the naturally occurring phospho-
diester (PO) backbone with PS increases the stability of PS-ASOs
by increasing resistance to nucleases, and improves pharmacological
properties through greater interactions with proteins resulting in
improved tissue distribution and increased cellular uptake.2,28–31

Recently, ASO backbone design has been further improved upon
with the incorporation of the alkyl phosphonate and mesylphosphor-
amidate (MsPA) linkages in combination with PS, which maintains
the stability and activity benefits, while modulating toxic protein-
PS-ASO interactions.32,33 In addition, position-specific ribose
modifications within the gap region of the heteroduplex, such as
20OMe at position 2 and 50Me at positions 3 or 4, can reduce unde-
sired cellular protein binding and mitigate toxicity.3,34,35 Nucleobases
are not often modified, as mismatches to the target RNA reduce
PS-ASO hybridization; however, methylated cytosine nucleotides
are used to reduce the innate immune response to PS-ASOs.6 PS-ASO
modifications, while optimizing the molecule from a pharmacological
perspective, must also support RNase H1 enzymatic activity. RNase
H1 makes numerous contacts with functional groups on both the
RNA and PS-ASO strands that can only be achieved through a helical
geometry unique to RNA/DNA hybrid duplexes.36–38 Modifications
to the PS-ASO that distort this geometry can prevent cleavage of
the RNA strand.36,37 Due to both pharmacological and biochemical
restraints, PS-ASO design is constantly evolving to maximize safety
and efficacy.

Features of the target RNA also significantly affect antisense activity.
PS-ASOhybridization is driven primarily by the structure of the target
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Figure 1. RNA modifications affect purified RNase H1 cleavage pattern

(A) Chemical structures of the three model RNA modifications used in this study (20OMe tested on all four nucleobases).

(B) Schematic of the 558807/Cxcl12 PS-ASO/RNA heteroduplex used for purified RNase H1 cleavage assays. cEt modifications in the PS-ASO are indicated in red, modified

nucleotides in the RNA are indicated in blue. Numbering is with respect to 5’/ 30 for each strand. Cleavage sites “a,” “b,” and “c,” and “d” are indicated with arrows, with

cleavage site “d” highlighted in red to indicate a minor cleavage product that was increased with modifications.

(C) Cleavage pattern of 20OMe-modified RNAs at the indicated adenosine nucleotides. Major cleavage sites are noted as “a,” “b,” and “c” corresponding to the positions

noted in Figure 1B.

(D) Cleavage pattern of 20OMe-modified RNA and unmodified RNAwith the corresponding 20OMe-modified PS-ASO. Numbering is with respect to the 50 end of each strand.

See also Figure 1B.

(E) Cleavage pattern of inosine-modified RNAs at the indicated nucleotides. Enhanced cleavage site induced by Ino10 noted as site “d” in red.

(F) Cleavage pattern of RNAs containing a guanosine mutation at the indicated adenosine nucleotides. Enhanced cleavage site induced by mutation at A/G10 is noted as site

“d” in red.

(G) Cleavage pattern of m6A-modified RNAs at the indicated adenosine nucleotides.
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RNA, and to a lesser extent, competing RNA binding proteins.5

Recently, RNA chemical modifications have been identified as
prevalent regulators of RNA maturation through modulation of
RNA structure, interactions with cellular proteins, or a combination
of both.39–42 RNA modifications are found on all types of RNA,
including rRNA, tRNA, small and long non-coding RNAs, and most
recently, mRNA.43,44 Biologically, chemical modification of RNA
has been shown to affect RNA processing, localization, function,
and stability, leading to changes in RNA splicing, export, translation,
and half-life.39,43,45 RNA modifications significantly influence gene
expression and, accordingly, dysregulation of the enzymes responsible
formaintaining and regulating RNAmodifications is linked to various
diseases and developmental disorders.46 From the PS-ASO drug
perspective, however, it remains to be understood how endogenous
chemical modifications of RNA targets affect PS-ASO binding and
RNase H1 cleavage. Over 150 different RNA modifications have
been discovered and occur at nearly every position within the nucleo-
tide chemical structure, on both coding and non-coding RNAs.47

Importantly, many RNA modifications occur co-transcriptionally,
suggesting that PS-ASOs are likely to encounter modified RNAs dur-
ing hybridization and RNase H1 cleavage.48–52 In order to assess how
RNAmodifications affect PS-ASO activity, we chose to focus on three
abundant and biologically relevant RNA modifications: the 20OMe
modification on the sugar group, and the inosine andN6-methyladeo-
sine modifications on adenosine bases (Figure 1A).

The 20OMe modification in the ribose is commonly found in tRNAs
and rRNAs as well as small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) where it
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regulates the maturation and function of these RNAs.53–55 20OMe is
also found in mRNAs both internally and at the 50 cap structure of
mRNAs where it modulates translation.56,57 It has been reported
that 20OMe occurs internally in thousands of mRNAs, with average
of 1.4 sites per methylated mRNA.58 This modification can be depos-
ited directly by specific methyltransferases or through the action of
guide small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) and the methyltransferase
fibrillarin.59–61 As the 20OH group of RNA is responsible for both
its sensitivity to degradation and its flexibility to adopt unique 3D
structures, methylation of this position accordingly affects the
RNA’s stability and structure.26,42

RNA structure and processing can also be regulated through modifi-
cation of adenosine bases. Deamination of adenosines to the “fifth”
nucleotide—inosine—is catalyzed by the ADAR enzymes and
commonly referred to as “RNA editing.”Genome-wide analysis iden-
tified millions of A-to-I editing events in RNA from human tissues,
with as many as 85% of mRNAs containing inosine.49,62,63 Humans
possess three ADAR genes; however, only ADAR1 and ADAR2 are
catalytically active.64,65 ADARs do not have a strong sequence
preference for modification, but require double-stranded RNA as a
substrate.66 Deamination disrupts Watson-Crick base pairing and
destabilizes structured RNA,67,68 which has been shown to regulate
the innate immune response and the RNA interference pathways.69,70

RNA editing can also result in protein coding changes, modulate
translation by altering the stop codon, or direct alternative splicing
through mutations of splice sites.71,72 Furthermore, ADARs can
regulate the localization of some RNAs and modulate protein-RNA
interactions in an editing independent manner.73

N6 methyladenosine is another common modification of adenosines,
and the most common modification found in mRNAs, with one to
three m6A modifications per transcript.74,75 Unlike inosine, this
modification is deposited by specific methyltransferases through
recognition of consensus sequences.74–76 M6A modification of RNA
can affect RNA structure similarly to inosine by weakening
Watson-Crick base pairing, and destabilizing double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA).77–81 This in turn can affect how the RNA interacts with
cellular proteins.40,41 Primarily, however, the m6A modification
effects are through the action of reader proteins, which bind to the
modified nucleotide and alter the RNA’s fate or function.82

Given the prevalence of RNA modifications and their effects on RNA
structure and processing, it is important to understand how they
might affect PS-ASO activity. Here we describe the effects of three
RNA modifications on PS-ASO-mediated RNase H1 activity. The
20OMe modification protects 20OH groups from the nuclease in the
RNA strand and can inhibit RNase H1 cleavage at the adjacent 50

and 30 sites of the modified nucleotide, thereby slowing the extent of
RNase H1 cleavage over time. In contrast, the inosine modification
can block cleavage at the modified nucleotide as well as distal from
the modified site, and can also enhance cleavage at minor sites within
the gap.M6Amodification of RNAdoes not directly affect the cleavage
pattern of RNaseH1, nor does it alter cleavage patterns via RNA struc-
816 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022
tural changes when the m6Amodification is placed within in a model
stem-loop RNA. While we observed clear effects of RNA modifica-
tions on RNase H1 cleavage activity in test tubes, the effects in cells
were more subtle for the tested RNA targets. These observations will
help PS-ASO target site selection by knowing which RNA modifica-
tions may affect PS-ASO interactions with the target sequence and
alter RNase H1 enzymatic activity, and which modifications can be
more tolerated, better facilitating the identification of lead PS-ASOs.

RESULTS
RNA modifications can alter the cleavage pattern of RNase H1

RNase H1 requires specific features of the RNA/DNA hybrid for
effective RNA cleavage to be mediated by the enzyme. The catalytic
domain of RNase H1 contacts two 20OH groups on either side of
the scissile phosphate, requiring a total of four consecutive RNA
nucleotides.83 On the DNA side, RNase H1 binds via a contorted
phosphate binding pocket and a DNA binding channel, which can
only be achieved by adopting the unique B form geometry specific
to RNA/DNA hybrids.83 RNA ribose modifications, such as 20OMe,
would likely affect duplex recognition by RNase H1 by clashing
with the 20 binding interface, whereas RNA base modifications
such as m6A and A-to-I editing may affect the helical geometry of
the duplex or potentially hybridization with the PS-ASO. Thus, we
used these three abundant modifications as models to interrogate
how RNase H1 cleavage and PS-ASO activity could be altered by
RNA modifications (Figure 1A).

To determine the direct effects of RNA modifications on RNase H1
cleavage, we used a well-characterized 3-10-3 cEt gapmer PS-ASO
(Ionis #558807) with its complementary, size-matched RNA, derived
from the mouse Cxcl12 gene, modified at various positions in the re-
gion hybridized with the gap region of the PS-ASO (Figures 1B and
S1A).33,35 Assessing the cleavage pattern at a single time point showed
that both RNA ribose and base modifications could change the cleav-
age pattern, i.e., where in the RNA strand RNase H1 cut (Figure 1C).
The 20OMemodification prevented RNase H1 cleavage on both the 50

and 30 sides of the modified nucleotide, as evidenced by the abolished
cleavage at site “b” by 20OMe at positions A7 and A8 of the RNA (Fig-
ure 1C). 20OMe modification appeared to have limited effect on
RNase H1 cleavage sites that were not adjacent to the modified nucle-
otide. Expanding this analysis to each nucleotide in the gap further
confirmed that 20OMe can affect cleavage at adjacent nucleotides
both upstream and downstream of the modified position (Figure 1D).
RNA that was 20OMe modified at RNA positions 1 to 3 did not have
an altered cleavage pattern, whereas introduction of 20OMe at RNA
positions 4 to 10 did change where RNase H1 was able to cleave.
This is consistent with previous findings that RNase H1 binds the het-
eroduplex at the 50RNA/30DNA end and cleaves the RNA 7 to 10 nu-
cleotides downstream.36

Next, we compared the effects of the 20OMemodification on cleavage
patterns when the modified nucleotides are placed in the RNA strand
or in the PS-ASO strand at the corresponding position. While some
cleavage patterns were similar between 20OMe-modified RNAs and
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unmodified RNAs with the corresponding 20OMe-modified PS-
ASOs, at several positions, the 20OMe modification produced
different cleavage patterns depending on which strand it was placed
(Figure 1D). When placed in the PS-ASO strand, the 20OMe modifi-
cation blocked cleavage only at RNA adjacent nucleotides down-
stream from the modified position, unlike the 20OMe-modified
RNA, which prevented cleavage both upstream and downstream
from the modification (compare RNA6/ASO5). Moreover, 20OMe-
modified PS-ASOs alter RNA cleavage at non-adjacent sites farther
downstream from the modified nucleotide, for example, 20OMe at
ASO4 reduces cleavage at site “c.” Last, in a few cases (ASO7 and
ASO 9), introduction of 20OMe on the PS-ASO results in enhanced
RNA cleavage at minor sites relative to the pattern of the unmodified
RNA/PS-ASO. The differences in cleavage pattern between 20OMe-
modified RNAs and unmodified RNA with 20OMe-modified PS-
ASOs highlights the specific requirements of RNase H1 for each
strand of the hybrid duplex.

The 20OMe modification has been used in PS-ASOs to improve hy-
bridization with RNA, with approximately 0.5�C Tm increase per
20OMe modification,84 so we asked whether the same was true for
20OMe-modified RNA. When placed in the target RNA, the 20OMe
modification had a negligible effect on duplex thermal stability (Fig-
ure S1B). These data suggest that 20OMe effects on RNase H1 cleavage
pattern are not due to altered hybridization of the PS-ASO to the
target RNA, but more likely are through disruption of the RNA ribose
moieties recognized by RNase H1.

RNA base modifications are likely to have different effects on PS-ASO
function as compared with ribose modifications, and, indeed, the
effects of the inosine modification at the same sites within the
Cxcl12 RNA are distinct from the effects of the 20OMe modification.
Introduction of inosine significantly reduced RNase H1 cleavage at
the modified site, without completely ablating cleavage (Figure 1E).
Inosine modification also affected non-adjacent RNase H1 cleavage
sites primarily in the 30 direction from the modified site. In the case
of Inosine A10, enhanced cleavage of a minor cleavage site was
observed (site “d”) while the cleavage at site “c” observed with the
parent RNA was reduced. Mutation of the Ade to Gua in the RNA,
creating a mismatch in the duplex, produced an identical cleavage
pattern to the inosine-modified RNA (Figure 1F), consistent with the
fact that inosine mimics guanosine. Moreover, the thermal stability
of the RNA/PS-ASO duplex was noticeably reduced by inosine modi-
fication, similarly to an A:G-mutated RNA, though not below the
reaction temperature, allowing cleavage activity to bemaintained (Fig-
ure S1C). As it is known to do in dsRNA, we observed inosine
perturbing the local hybridization of the RNA and PS-ASO.67,68 This
perturbation may, in turn, alter the overall geometry of the
RNA:DNA duplex, which could enable inosine modifications to affect
RNase H1 cleavage distal from the modified site, while not completely
blocking cleavage at the native sites.

Importantly, not all RNA base modifications affect PS-ASO function.
Unlike inosine, the m6A base modification did not affect the RNase
H1 cleavage pattern at any tested position (Figure 1G). This is consis-
tent with the m6A modification’s ability to maintain base pairing,
though a suboptimal conformation is adopted.78 This suboptimal
base pairing is reflected by themodestly reduced Tm of m6A-modified
RNAs hybridized with PS-ASOs (Figure S1D). Our data demonstrate
that some RNA modifications can modulate PS-ASO hybridization,
and change where RNase H1 can cleave the target RNA, whereas
other RNA modifications can be tolerated by RNase H1 and leave
cleavage patterns unaltered.

RNA modifications can affect RNase H1 cleavage activity

Next, we examined how RNase H1 cleavage activity over time could
be affected by RNA modifications. We determined the enzymatic
activity over time as a fraction of total cleavage products generated
relative to the total input (Figures 2A–2C, Materials and methods).
In general, modified RNAs were cleaved to a lesser extent over time
by RNase H1 compared with the unmodified RNA substrate, demon-
strating that RNA modifications change the kinetic parameters of
RNase H1 cleavage activity (Figures 2A–2C). Moreover, these results
suggest that the loss of certain cleavage sites due to the RNA
modification cannot be entirely recouped by RNase H1 cleaving at
alternative sites (Figures 2A, 2B, and 1C–1E). While the m6A
modification did not affect the cleavage pattern, it modestly reduced
the extent of cleavage over time by RNase H1 (Figure 2C). It is
possible that the m6A modification alters the geometry of the duplex
such that RNase H1 cleavage is suboptimal, but does not alter the
duplex enough such that RNase H1 cleavage is shifted or lost entirely.

The m6A modification has a well-characterized role in modulating
RNA structure, suggesting an alternative mechanism by which this
modification could affect PS-ASO activity.40 We synthesized an
RNA with a hairpin structure derived from the MAT2A RNA
30UTR, known to contain an m6A modification in its terminal loop
region, and tested different PS-ASOs that placed the m6A at different
positions within the RNA/PS-ASO heteroduplex (Figure S2A and
Tables S1 and S2).76,85 No changes in the RNase H1 cleavage pattern
were observed with any of the PS-ASOs between themodified and un-
modified RNA substrates (Figure S2B). Last, we attempted to test the
activity of PS-ASOs targeting the hairpin in cells after siRNA reduc-
tion of METTL16 , the methyltransferase responsible for the m6A
modification of the hairpin.76 Unfortunately, there was no activity
for the PS-ASOs tested, in the presence or absence of the methyltrans-
ferase, suggesting that this region of the RNA is inaccessible to PS-
ASO binding in cells, potentially due to protein binding or RNA
structure (data not shown). Taken together with the modest effects
of the m6A modification on RNase H1 cleavage in our test tube
studies, and the challenge of testing the effects of the m6A modifica-
tion on PS-ASO activity in cells, the inosine and 20OMemodifications
were further evaluated in subsequent studies.

20OMe modifications mildly affect PS-ASO activity in cells

Our studies with PS-ASO 558807 and its size-matched complemen-
tary RNA demonstrated that RNase H1 cleavage was altered in
both location and extent over time by the presence of 20OMe in the
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022 817
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Figure 2. RNA modifications reduce purified RNase H1 cleavage extent over time

(A–C) Extent of cleavage over time of modified RNAs duplexed with PS-ASO 558807. Curves show fraction of all cleavage products relative to the total signal in each lane.

Data points represent the average of three replicates and error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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heteroduplex region. Cellular target RNAs, however, have long
flanking sequences, are often structured, and are commonly bound
by proteins. These features could influence the effects of the 20OMe
modification on PS-ASO-mediated RNase H1 activity. Thus we
sought to test PS-ASO activity in a cell-based context on a naturally
occurring 20OMe-modified target. We chose the U6 snRNA as our
model RNA target because we couldmodulate a specific 20OMemodi-
fication at Ade53 by reduction of the guide snoRNA, SNORD8,
known to be responsible for its deposition.86 Using a gapmer PS-
ASO targeting SNORD8, we could significantly reduce the snoRNA
level in cells as compared with treatment with a size- and chemis-
try-matched control PS-ASO (Figure 3A). Importantly, reduction of
SNORD8 did not affect U6 snRNA abundance or processing, since
the level and size of U6 snRNAwere essentially unaltered (Figure 3A).
In addition, we did not observe global effects on splicing upon
SNORD8 reduction under the experimental conditions, as deter-
818 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022
mined using the qPCR assay for the levels of several mRNAs and
the corresponding pre-mRNAs (Figure S3A).

To detect the presence of 20OMe at Ade53 in the U6 snRNA we used
reverse transcription primer extension assays using different con-
centrations of deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate (dNTP).87 In cells
treated with the control PS-ASO, we observed the 20OMe modifica-
tion of U6 at Ade53 as evidenced by primer extension stops in the
low dNTP condition and readthrough of the same region in the
high dNTP condition (Figures 3B and S3B). After treatment with
the SNORD8 PS-ASO, we observed a 50% reduction in primer exten-
sion stops at Ade53 under low dNTP conditions, indicating a reduc-
tion in the presence of the 20OMe at this position, while the 20OMe
modification at Ade47 was unaffected (Figure 3B). This modest
reduction of 20OMe level is likely due to the relatively long half-life
of the U6 snRNA (�24 h).88



Figure 3. The 20OMe modification in the U6 snRNA

has minimal effect on cellular PS-ASO activity

(A) Northern blot analysis of SNORD8 and the U6 snRNA

after treatment of 293FT cells with control or SNORD8 PS-

ASO; 7SL RNA is shown for normalization.

(B) Primer extension analysis of the U6 snRNA after reduc-

tion of SNORD8. “L-low” is 0.02mMdNTP and “H-high” is

5 mM dNTPs. The 20OMe modifications in the U6 snRNA

at A47 and A53 are indicated by primer extension stops in

the “low-L” dNTP lanes, which are absent in the “high-H”

dNTP lanes. Quantification of the primer extension stop

band is shown on the right, expressed as an average of

three replicates with error bars representing the SD.

(C) Activity of PS-ASOs targeting the U6 snRNA placing

the 20OMe modification at the different positions within

the heteroduplex gap region. Labels and blue lines

in the top strand indicate where within the RNA the

20OMe modification is relative to the heteroduplex formed

by PS-ASO hybridization (bottom strand). Red lines in the

PS-ASO strand indicate MOE modifications. Data repre-

sented as an average of three replicates, with error bars

showing the SD. Asterisks represent p values

derived from t tests comparing the control and SNORD8

reduced samples at each concentration of PS-ASO.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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Next, we assessed the antisense activity of five U6-targeting PS-ASOs
(Table S1), which hybridized such that Ade53 was placed at different
positions within the heteroduplex, and compared the activity between
control (methylated) and SNORD8 reduced (less methylated) cells.
The reduction of the Ade53 methylation of U6 slightly increased
PS-ASO activity when the 20OMe modification in the RNA was at
position 2 or 4 within the heteroduplex, compared with no change
in activity when the Ade53 modification was placed in position 8 of
the gap region (Figure 3C). However, when the 20OMe is at position
6 or 10, we observed slightly decreased activity upon methylation
reduction and no significant difference in activity with the 20OMe
modification at position 8 within the RNA. Overall, the effects of
20OMe on cellular ASO activity are very minor, demonstrating
that although 20OMe disrupts recombinant RNase H1 cleavage and
reduces cleavage extent over time, the effect of 20OMe on ASO activity
in cells can be modest.

Inosine modifications mildly affect PS-ASO activity in cells

As with the 20OMe modification, PS-ASOs encounter inosine
modifications in the context of structured RNA and cellular pro-
teins, thus we tested the effects of inosine modifications on PS-
ASO activity in cells. It has been reported that the mRNA of a
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022 819
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DNA replication complex component, GINS1,
is edited within its 30UTR.89 The inosine
modification is recognized as a Gua base by
polymerases, thus the detection of inosine is
straightforward via RT-PCR followed by
Sanger sequencing, in which the edited sites
will present as a mixture of Ade and Gua ba-
ses. To confirm the reported A-to-I editing event, cDNA was syn-
thesized from a portion of the GINS1 30UTR, amplified by PCR
and subjected to sequencing analysis. Indeed, we observed A-to-I
editing at A2623 and A2699 within the GINS1 30UTR (Figure 4A
top, Table S3). We synthesized size-matched RNAs from both re-
gions containing the inosine at the endogenous positions, placing
the modified nucleotide at position 6 (RNA1 for region 1) or po-
sition 4 (RNA 2 for region 2) within the heteroduplex, and tested
the cleavage patterns with the corresponding PS-ASOs to recapit-
ulate our experiments with the 558807 PS-ASO and the Cxcl12
RNA. In three separate sequence contexts (Cxcl12 and GINS1
RNA1 and RNA2), we observed changes in RNA cleavage pattern
by RNase H1 due to the presence of inosine (Figures 4B, S4A, S4B
and 1E). Interestingly, in the GINS1 RNA2 sequence, the addition
of the inosine modification completely ablated certain cleavage
products instead of merely reducing them (site “b”). We also
observed enhanced cleavage at a minor cleavage site in RNA2 3
relative to the inosine modification similar to what we observed
in the Cxcl12 sequence, but also 50 relative to the inosine modifi-
cation in RNA1 (site “a”) (Figures 4B, S4A, S4B, and 1E). These
subtle differences in the effects of the inosine modification on
cleavage pattern highlight the importance of sequence contex
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when evaluating PS-ASO-guided RNase H1 cleavage. Regardless,
our observations that inosine can affect the cleavage pattern of
RNase H1 remain true in different sequence contexts.

Analyzing the effects of reduction of the two catalytically active
deaminases, ADAR1 and ADAR2, showed that ADAR1 was the
responsible enzyme for editing these sites within GINS1 (Figure 4A
middle and S4C, ADAR2data not shown).We also established a stable
cell line overexpressing the p150 isoform of ADAR1, which allows us
to survey the effects of editing on antisense activity in both the nucleus
and the cytoplasm.11,90 Overexpression of ADAR1 noticeably
increased the Gua signal in the sequencing results at the same sites
within both regions, indicative of increased A-to-I editing (Figure 4A
bottom and S4C). Using this system in which we could increase and
decrease the presence of inosine at a given site, we measured the activ-
ity of PS-ASOs targeting both edited regions of GINS1. Reduction of
ADAR1 and consequent decrease in inosine modification resulted in
a slight increase in the potency of PS-ASOs targeting both regions
(Figure 4C and S4D). Accordingly, ADAR1 overexpression could
slightly reduce the activity of the same PS-ASOs (Figures 4D and
S4E). While these observations are consistent with what was observed
in test tubes, the overall effects for this target in cells are not significant
when compared with the variation in activity of PS-ASOs targeting
unedited control genes such asnucleolin (NCL) (Figure S4F). These re-
sults suggest that in this sequence context, RNase H1 can overcome
inosine-induced changes in the heteroduplex in cells.

A-to-I editing may affect RNA structure in a fashion that can

modulate RNase H1 cleavage

While our results thus far suggest a direct effect on RNase H1 cleavage
due to RNA modifications within the heteroduplex, it is also possible
that RNA modifications outside of the heteroduplex region could
induce structural changes in the RNA and affect PS-ASO activity.
To determine the specific mechanisms for how inosine modification
of GINS1 reduces RNase H1 cleavage, we synthesized a 52nt RNA
fragment derived from GINS1 Region 1 containing unmodified aden-
osine, or edited to inosine at the verified position, within a stem-loop
structure (Figures 4E and Table S2).We assessed the cleavage patterns
of three PS-ASOs, which hybridized such that the inosine modifica-
Figure 4. Inosine can mildly affect PS-ASO activity in cells and RNA structure

(A) RT-PCR followed by Sanger sequencing of a portion (nt 2617–2710) of the GINS1

Table S3 and Figure S4C). A-to-I editing can be detected by the mixture of Ade (green

(B) Cleavage pattern of size-matched RNAs from the two edited regions of theGINS1 30U
d are indicated, those in red indicate cleavage sites that are enhanced with inosine mo

(C) GINS1 Region 1 PS-ASO activity in control or ADAR1-reduced cells. Data represe

number is the IC50 of the PS-ASO in control cells, and dashed boxed number is the IC

(D)GINS1Region 1 PS-ASO activity in control or ADAR1 overexpressing cells. Data repre

number is the IC50 of the PS-ASO in control cells, and dashed boxed number is the IC

(E) Cleavage pattern ofGINS1 Region 1 stem-loop RNAs with or without inosine with diff

of the stem loop indicating the position of inosine (in the RNA strand) within the stem loop

site within the RNA.

(F) DMS footprinting of GINS1 Region 1 in control and ADAR1 overexpressing cells. The

independent primer extension stop labeled on the left. Dashed/bold arrows designate re

to control, indicating increased/decreased accessibility, respectively. The A-to-I modifi
tion was at positions 6, 4, and 2 within the gap (Table S1). Consistent
with the size-matched data, we found that A-to-I editing in a longer
RNA context also affected the cleavage patterns of the three PS-ASOs
tested (Figure 4E). The inosine modification reduced cleavage medi-
ated by PS-ASO Ino6 at sites adjacent to (site “b”) and 30 distal from
(sites “d” and “e”) the modified nucleotide, while slightly enhancing
cleavage at a site 50 relative to the inosine nucleotide (site “a”). After
shifting the position of the inosine nucleotide within the heteroduplex
by using PS-ASO Ino4 or Ino2, we also observed reduced cleavage
relative to unmodified RNA at sites adjacent to the inosine nucleotide,
and at sites extending 30 from the modified nucleotide. However,
cleavage sites five or more nucleotides away from the inosine
nucleotide were unaffected (sites “g” and “h” for RNA cleavage
with Ino4 and sites “h” through “k” for RNA cleavage with Ino2).
We observed similar effects on cleavage in the structured context of
GINS1 Region 2 RNA (Figure S5A). Importantly, this shows that ino-
sine can directly affect RNase H1 cleavage while in the naturally
occurring structured RNA context, where inosine modifications are
commonly found.66 The general trends of altered RNase H1 cleavage
observed with the length-matched RNA/PS-ASO duplex were
consistent in the stem-loop RNA studies. The presence of inosine
prevented RNase H1 cleavage at various positions upstream and
downstream from the modified site as well as enhanced minor
cleavage sites for RNase H1 (Figures 4E and S5A).

Inosine modifications are known to influence RNA structure.67,68

Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) treatment modifies accessible Ade and Cyt
nucleotides, leading to DMS-dependent primer extension stops, indi-
cating unpaired regions of the RNA. We treated control and ADAR1
overexpressing cells with and without DMS, and performed primer
extension analysis to survey the edited region 1 of the GINS1
mRNA for changes in solvent accessibility (Figure S5B). Indeed, we
observed differences in the DMS-dependent primer extension stops
in the GINS1 mRNA from ADAR1-overexpressing cells, relative to
control cells, and due to a strong, DMS-independent, primer exten-
sion stop, we present the gel at two different exposures (Figures 4F
and S5B). Relative to control cells, some nucleotides in ADAR1-over-
expressing cells become more accessible to DMS modification as rep-
resented by a stronger primer extension stop band (thicker arrows),
30UTR in control cells, ADAR1-reduced, or ADAR1-overexpressing cells (see also

) and Gua (black) signals also indicated with an arrow.

TRwith or without inosine modifications at the indicated positions. Cleavage sites a–

dification of the RNA. See also Figure S4B for more detailed information.

nted as an average of four replicates, with error bars showing the SD. Solid boxed

50 of the PS-ASO in ADAR1 reduced cells.

sented as an average of four replicates, with error bars showing the SD. Solid boxed

50 of the PS-ASO in ADAR1 overexpressing cells.

erent PS-ASOs placing the modified nucleotide at the indicated position. Schematic

and the tested PS-ASOs is on the left. Lowercase letter labels indicate the cleavage

data are from the same gel shown at different exposures due to the strong, DMS-

duced/increased primer extension stops in the ADAR1 overexpressing cells relative

ed nucleotide is also indicated with a blue arrow. See also Figure S5B.
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whereas some other nucleotides are less accessible as represented by a
weaker band (dashed arrows). This indicates there are alterations in
the RNA structure in ADAR1-overexpressing cells, which is likely
due to the increased A-to-I editing we observe in this region
(Figures 4A and 4F). We hypothesized that these inosine-induced
structural changes could affect PS-ASO activity at sites distal from
the modified nucleotide. We next used the stem-loop RNAs with
and without inosine and tested nine PS-ASOs that bound upstream
of the modified nucleotide spanning the stem-loop structure (Fig-
ure S5C and Table S1). None of the PS-ASOs appeared to have an
altered cleavage pattern with the inosine-modified RNA, as compared
with the unmodified RNA counterpart (Figure S5C). It is possible that
the local structure of this region is different in the context of the entire
transcript and cellular proteins in cells, compared with our arbitrarily
selected portion of the RNA used for test tube studies. However, when
we tested the activity of two of the same PS-ASOs that bound up-
stream of the modified nucleotide in cells, we saw little change in
the activity in cells (Figure S5D). These results suggest that although
inosine can modulate RNA structure, a single inosine modification in
this sequence context is not enough to significantly affect PS-ASO
activity.

DISCUSSION
PS-ASO-mediated RNA cleavage by RNase H1 is influenced by
numerous factors. To optimize PS-ASO activity, a detailed under-
standing of the features of endogenous RNA targets is required. In
this study we determined how several prevalent RNA modifications
influence PS-ASO activity. We showed that ribose modifications
such as 20OMe alter the cleavage pattern of RNase H1 and reduce
the extent of cleavage over time, without deleterious effects on the
stability of the RNA:PS-ASO hybrid. The cleavage patterns of
the 20OMe-modified RNAs are distinct from the cleavage patterns
of unmodified RNA with 20OMe-modified PS-ASOs at the analogous
positions. In cells, however, the 20OMemodification on RNA has little
to no effect on PS-ASO activity. Modifications to the RNA bases such
as inosine can affect the thermal stability of the heteroduplex and alter
RNase H1 cleavage pattern and extent over time, potentially through
modifying heteroduplex geometry. In cells, however, the effects of the
inosine modification are also minor, but are consistently negatively
correlated with PS-ASO activity when the inosine nucleotide is within
the heteroduplex. In addition, we tested how inosine induced RNA
structural changes in the GINS1 30UTR sequence context influence
how well PS-ASOs mediate target cleavage, and also found the effects
to be minor. Importantly, some functional RNAmodifications do not
affect the PS-ASO cleavage pattern, as is the case for the m6A modi-
fication. Understanding which RNA modifications are more or less
tolerated by PS-ASO-mediated RNase H1 cleavage will help improve
PS-ASO design and target site identification.

Chemical modification of RNA mediates intra- and intermolecular
hybridization, as well as interactions with RNA binding proteins.
Introduction of the 20OMemodification on the target RNA prevented
RNase H1 cleavage at the modified site; however, these single
modifications did not reduce the thermal stability of the hybrid
822 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022
significantly, and even subtly increased overall stability when in-
troduced at some positions. Altered hybridization due to 20OMe
modification is unlikely to be the mechanism through which this
modification modulates RNase H1 cleavage. However, it is likely
that if the 20OMe modification is found adjacent to additional RNA
modifications, as is common in non-coding RNAs, the 20OMe modi-
fication could significantly increase the stability of RNA structure,
reducing PS-ASO binding and dramatically limit RNase H1 cleavage,
rendering the target site less accessible for PS-ASOs. Interestingly, this
could potentially explain why the PS-ASO targeting U6, which places
Ade53 at position 10, is less active than the other PS-ASOs in this re-
gion, as this PS-ASO also places an additional 20OMe modification
(A47) at position 4 within the gap region of the heteroduplex
(Figures 3B and 3C).

Previous structural and biochemical work suggests why 20OMe mod-
ifications of the RNA disrupt cleavage. RNase H1 requires four
consecutive 20OH groups with which it contacts via backbone and
side chain interactions within its catalytic domain.83 While 20 modi-
fications have been shown previously not to affect RNase H1 binding
affinity to the duplex, addition of the methyl group at the 20 position
of the ribose would disrupt this series of interactions and require
RNase H1 to traverse the hybrid to establish the necessary contacts
for cleavage.91 This alone does not suggest that overall cleavage
should be reduced if RNase H1 is able to compensate by cleaving at
alternative positions within the hybrid; however, in the case of the
PS-ASO 558807 and its size-matched target RNA from the Cxcl12
gene, we do observe reduced cleavage over time. This could be
because RNase H1 requires a minimum length of 7 to 10
RNA:DNA hybridized nucleotides to bind with its hybrid binding
domain and cleave the RNA downstream.36 Limiting the sites RNase
H1 can cut with 20OMe modifications within the fixed hybrid length
determined by the PS-ASO could explain why the overall cleavage
extent over time is reduced in our cleavage studies. In addition, this
length requirement and the positioning of RNase H1 on the hetero-
duplex explains why we see positional effects of the 20OMe modifica-
tion on RNase H1 cleavage. In the Cxcl12 sequence targeted by
PS-ASO 558807, 20OMe modifications at positions 1 to 3 of the
RNA target had no effect on cleavage pattern, as these positions are
within seven nucleotides from the start of the RNA:PS-ASO hybrid,
and where the hybrid binding domain of RNase H1 should bind.36

On the other hand, RNAsmodified farther downstream from the start
of the hybrid, at positions 4 to 10, do have altered cleavage patterns
relative to unmodified RNA. These cleavage patterns influenced
by the positions of 20OMe support previous work that showed that
the hybrid binding domain of RNase H1 binds the 50RNA/30ASO
end of the duplex and the catalytic domain cuts the RNA
downstream.36

RNase H1 can bind dsRNA (albeit with lower affinity than RNA/
DNA hybrids) but its cleavage activity is optimal to the RNA strand
within heteroduplexes.92 While RNase H1 recognizes the sugar-phos-
phate backbone of the RNA for sequence independent cleavage, it also
requires a specific duplex geometry adopted by RNA:DNA hybrids
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for productive catalysis.83 The different cleavage patterns we observe
for the 20OMe-modified RNAs and unmodified RNA with corre-
sponding 20OMe-modified PS-ASOs are therefore predictable from
the structural data. The bidirectional effects of the 20OMe modifica-
tion on RNA are consistent with disruption of the interaction network
made between the catalytic domain of RNase H1 and the 20OH
groups of unmodified RNA; addition of a methyl group would desta-
bilize contacts with active site residue E186.83 On the other side of the
duplex, the addition of a 20OMe to the DNA/PS-ASO would not
directly disrupt protein-ASO contacts; however, 20 modifications
that stabilize the C-3’endo sugar conformation of PS-ASOs prevent
recognition of the DNA strand via the phosphate binding pocket of
RNase H1.83 The structural requirements of RNase H1 explain the
altered cleavage patterns we observe, and how the cleavage patterns
of 20OMe-modified PS-ASOs are distinct from 20OMe-modified
RNAs.

While our test tube studies make a strong case for the 20OMe modifi-
cation affecting PS-ASO activity, our cell-based data show a less robust
phenotype. The 20OMe modification in the context of the U6 snRNA
had limited effects onPS-ASOactivity. This is likely because the reduc-
tion of the 20OMe modification at Ade53 through knockdown of the
guide snoRNA was only 50%, presumably due to slow turnover of
the U6 snRNA.88 This is also consistent with previous observations
that knockdown ofMETTL16, the responsible enzyme form6Amodi-
fication of U6, did not substantially reduce the m6A level on U6
RNA.76 An additional explanation is that both 20OMe modification
and PS-ASO-mediated cleavage can occur co-transcriptionally; there-
fore, it is possible that the cleavage happens faster than the modifica-
tion, leading to little change in target reduction.52,93 It is also possible
that in other targets (sequence contexts) the 20OMe modification
could be more detrimental to PS-ASO-mediated cleavage of RNA in
cells. Despite the minor effects we observe on U6 PS-ASO activity in
cells, our understanding of how RNase H1 interacts with the target
RNA and our biochemical data showing reduced cleavage extent
over time with 20OMe-modified RNA substrates indicate that the
20OMe-modified region in RNA should be avoided in PS-ASO target
selection, especially in the gap region.

Inosine-modified RNAs are also cleaved less efficiently than unmod-
ified RNAs by purified RNase H1. Inosine is interpreted by the cell as
a guanosine, and accordingly, inosine pairs with uracil (and presum-
ably thymidine as well) less stably than adenosine.67 Therefore, the
similarity of the cleavage patterns and thermal stability of A-to-I-
or A-to-G-modified RNAs is expected. This presents a unique chal-
lenge in PS-ASO design, as a PS-ASO designed to hybridize to the
sequence of the target would be encountering an inosine-modified
RNA as if it were a mismatched target. Previously, it has been shown
that while RNase H1 can accommodate some mismatches in the het-
eroduplex, as is obvious from this study as well, PS-ASO activity is
reduced relative to the perfectly matched target sequence.5 Despite
a minor effect of inosine on PS-ASO modification in cells, our data
indicate that inosine-modified sites should also be avoided during
ASO target selection.
While bothmodifications ultimately reduce RNase H1 cleavage in test
tubes, the cleavage pattern of 20OMe-modified RNAs is distinct from
the cleavage pattern of inosine-modified RNAs at the same positions,
suggesting that these modifications affect RNase H1 cleavage differ-
ently. Inosine modifications are not likely to disrupt direct contacts
with RNase H1, rather, the alternate hydrogen bonding network
formed between inosine and thymidine could result in distortions
of the geometry of the heteroduplex. This could lead to suboptimal
binding by RNase H1 to the heteroduplex, inefficient cleavage of a
contorted active site, or a combination of both, manifesting in
reduced cleavage over time in both recombinant and cell-based
contexts. Importantly, we observe these effects in multiple sequence
contexts with the inosine placed at different positions within the
gap, suggesting that inosine should generally be avoided in PS-ASO
target selection.

In addition to the direct effects of inosine on RNase H1 cleavage when
it is placed within the heteroduplex, inosine modifications can alter
RNA structure, which is known to affect PS-ASO activity.5While ino-
sine destabilizes dsRNA, it is also known to stabilize single-stranded/
dsRNA junctions.68 We detected structural changes of the GINS1 Re-
gion 1 RNA upon ADAR1 overexpression; however, we did not
observe a corresponding change in PS-ASO activity. In other RNA
targets, however, structural changes could lead to altered accessibility
for PS-ASOs targeting the editing complementary sequence, or
potentially even farther distal sites from the modified nucleotide.
Moreover, it is also possible that inosine modifications (and/or the
structural changes they induce) can lead to differential protein bind-
ing to edited regions, further complicating PS-ASO accessibility and
activity.

The most prevalent mRNAmodification, m6A, does not affect RNase
H1 cleavage pattern in our purified system, for either the Cxcl12
sequence targeted by PS-ASO 558807, or a canonical m6A-modified
RNA stem-loop target. The m6A modification mildly reduces PS-
ASO hybridization to RNA; however, any distortions to the duplex
that may occur due to altered hybridization do not affect where
RNase H1 cleaves the RNA. Nevertheless, since m6A can slightly
reduce RNase H1 cleavage extent over time in test tubes, it could affect
RNase H1 activity in cells in different sequence or structural contexts.
The m6Amodification is known to affect RNA structure and, in turn,
affect RNA binding protein accessibility.40,41 Moreover, the effects of
the m6Amodification are commonly propagated through the activity
of reader proteins, suggesting that m6A sites are often bound by pro-
teins, and, therefore, may generally be inaccessible to PS-ASOs, as we
observed for the MAT2A stem loop (data not shown). Therefore, as
with the other tested modifications, we believe m6A sites in RNA
should be avoided during PS-ASO target selection.

Our results are consistent with what is known about how PS-ASOs
mediate RNase H1 cleavage of RNA and elucidate the effects of com-
mon RNA modifications on enzymatic activity. In general, RNA
modifications tend to reduce activity and different modifications, de-
pending on where they are placed on the nucleotide, can affect RNase
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H1 activity through different mechanisms and to varying extents.
Some modifications may affect RNase H1 cleavage in a sequence-
dependent manner, though for other modifications we observe a
consistent effect in different sequences. Overall, our work suggests
that RNA modifications can affect PS-ASO activity, and should be
avoided during target selection, which should be feasible given
the extensive information on modification locations within the
transcriptome.47,94

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents

PS-ASOs and stem-loop RNAs used in this study are listed in the sup-
plemental information (Tables S1 and S2). The chemistries of the
gapmer PS-ASOs were either 5-10-5 MOE or 3-10-3 cEt and are color
coded in the table. Primer probe sets used in quantitative reverse-
transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) and those used to sequence the
GINS1 30UTR are listed in Table S3.

All synthesized RNAs used in this study were purchased from IDT
and resolved on a 12% PAGE gel to remove contaminants and
degraded RNA fragments. After gel extraction, the RNAs were
ethanol precipitated and reconstituted in water for use in cleavage
assays.

Expression and purification of human RNase H1 protein was previ-
ously described.91

RNase H1 cleavage assays

All cleavage assays were performed under multiple turnover condi-
tions where the substrate duplex concentration was 200 nM and the
enzyme concentration was 2.3 nM. RNAs were P32 labeled by PNK
and excess ATP was removed by spin column (Cytiva). Labeled and
unlabeled RNA were mixed at roughly a 1:8 ratio.

For the size-matched RNA/PS-ASO cleavage assays, duplexes were
formed by heating the RNA and PS-ASO at a 1.1:1 ratio at 95�C
for 2 min followed by slow cooling at room temperature for 1 h in re-
action buffer containing 20 mM Tris 7.5, 50 mMNaCl, 2 mMMgCl2,
and 10 mM DTT. For the stem-loop RNA cleavage assays, the RNA
first was refolded by heating at 95�C for 2 min then slow cooling at
room temperature for 1 h, before the addition of the PS-ASO (1.1:1
molar ratio RNA:PS-ASO) at 37�C for an additional 30 min.

Recombinant, full-length RNase H1 was renatured in the same buffer
at room temperature for 1 h. The enzyme was added to the duplex and
the reaction proceeded at 37�C for 10 min. For time courses, aliquots
were removed at the designated time points. To stop the reaction, an
equal volume of RNA loading dye (95% formamide, 18 mM EDTA)
was added and the reaction was boiled at 95�C for 2 min before
loading onto the gel. Gels were dried and exposed to phosphor screen
for visualization. ImageQuant was used to define lanes, subtract
background signal, and quantify band intensities. The fraction
cleaved is defined as the sum of the product bands relative to the total
intensity of the substrate and product bands. The product signal at
824 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 28 June 2022
0 min was subtracted from the product signal at subsequent time
points to demonstrate the accumulated cleavage products over
time. Each point is the average of three replicates, with error bars rep-
resenting SD.

Tm measurements

Duplexes were formed as described above in the RNase H1 cleavage
assays at a 4-mM concentration in buffer containing 100 mM NaCl,
10 mM phosphate, and 10 mM EDTA pH 7. Thermal denaturation
temperatures (Tm values) were measured in quartz cuvettes (path-
length 1.0 cm) on a Cary 100-UV visible spectrophotometer equipped
with a Peltier temperature controller. Absorbance at 260 nm was
measured as a function of temperature using a temperature ramp of
0.5�C per min. Tm values were determined using the derivative
method incorporated into the instrument software. Bar represents
the average of three replicates with error bars showing the standard
error of the mean.

Cell culture and ADAR1 overexpression cell line

HEK 293 or 293FT cells (ATCC) were cultured at 37�C, with 5% CO2,
in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,
0.1 mg/mL streptomycin, and 100 units/mL penicillin.

To generate the stable cell line overexpressing ADAR1, 1 mg plasmid
(Origene #RC207522) was transfected into HEK 293 cells and a stable
cell line was selected by passaging cells in the presence of 0.5 mg/mL
Geneticin (Thermo Fisher).

siRNA treatment

Two siRNAs targeting ADAR1 (Assay Id: 119,580 and 119,581;
Thermo Fisher) were transfected at 10 nM total concentration using
Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Life Technologies) at 6 mL of transfection
reagent/mL of media; 48 h later, cells were reseeded into a 96-well
plate for subsequent studies, or cells were collected for western
analysis.

PS-ASO transfection

PS-ASOs were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 at 4 mL of trans-
fection reagent/mL of media. For reduction of SNORD8, cells were
transfected with 10 nM of PS-ASOs targeting SNORD8 or a length-
and chemistry-matched control PS-ASO for 72 h and reseeded in a
96-well plate. For PS-ASO activity assays, cells were transfected
with titrations of PS-ASOs indicated in the figures and harvested after
5 h (U6) or O/N (GINS1).

RNA preparation and qRT-PCR analyses

Total RNA was prepared using a RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) from cells
grown in 96-well plates using the manufacturer’s protocol. qRT-PCR
was performed in triplicate or quadruplicate using TaqMan primer
probe sets as described previously.95 Briefly, approximately 50 ng to-
tal RNA in 5 mL water was mixed with 0.3 mL primer probe sets
containing forward and reverse primers (10 mM of each) and fluores-
cently labeled probe (3 mM), 0.5 mL RT enzyme mix (Qiagen), 4.2 mL
RNase-free water, and 10 mL of 2� PCR reaction buffer in a 20 mL
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reaction. Reverse transcription was performed at 50�C for 15min, fol-
lowed by 95�C for 2min, and then 40 cycles of PCRwere conducted at
95�C for 15 s, and 60�C for 25 s within each cycle using the StepOne
Plus RT-PCR system (Applied Biosystems). The mRNA levels were
normalized to the amount of total RNA present in each reaction as
determined for RNA samples using the Ribogreen assay (Life Tech-
nologies). Half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) values
were calculated using Prism (GraphPad) with the three parameter
log[inhibitor] versus response model.
RT-PCR and sequencing ofGINS1 30UTR to detect A-to-I editing

Total RNA was prepared using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) from
control and ADAR1 reduced or overexpressing cells; 1 mg of total
RNA was added to a Superscript II RT reaction using Random
Decamers (Sigma) and following the manufacturer’s protocol. Ten
microliters of the RT reaction was used as a template in a PCR reac-
tion with the primers listed in Table S3 using cycle parameters 95�C
for 30 s, 53�C for 30 s, and 72�C for 60 s, for 40 cycles. PCR products
were purified using the PCR clean up kit (Qiagen) and sent for
sequencing (Azenta/Genewiz) with the primer listed in Table S3.
Western analysis

Cell pellets were lysed by incubation at 4�C for 10 min in IP Lysis
buffer (Pierce). Proteins were collected by centrifugation. Approxi-
mately 40 mg protein was separated on 6% to 12% NuPAGE Bis-
Tris gradient SDS-PAGE gels (Life Technologies), and transferred
onto PVDF membranes using the iBLOT transfer system (Life Tech-
nologies). The membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk in
1�PBS-T at room temperature for 30 min. Membranes were then
incubated with primary antibodies (ADAR1-ab126745; GAPDH-
Santa Cruz 32,233) at a 1:1,000 dilution at room temperature for
2 h. After three washes with 1�PBS-T, the membranes were incu-
bated with appropriate horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated
secondary antibodies (Bio-Rad 1706515 or 1706516) at room temper-
ature for 1 h to develop the image using Immobilon Forte Western
HRP Substrate (Millipore).
Northern blot analysis

Total RNA was isolated from control or SNORD8 ASO-treated cells
using Trizol (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s pro-
tocol. Five micrograms of total RNA was separated on an 8% PAGE
gel and semi-dry transferred to Hybond-N+ (Amersham, Arlington
Heights, IL) followed by UV cross-linking. After 30 min pre-hybrid-
ization in Rapid-Hyb buffer (GE HealthCare) at 42�C, hybridization
was performed by incubating the 32 P-labeled DNA oligonucleotide
probe in the same buffer at 42�CO/N. Membranes were washed three
times with 2x SSC/0.1% SDS at 42�C, for 20 min each time. Hybrid-
ization was determined by autoradiography with Phosphor-Imager
Storm 860 (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA). The oligonucleo-
tide probes used for northern blots were 50-TGTTAAACTCACTG
GCACCC-30 for SNORD8, 50-TGGAACGCTTCACGAATTTGC
G-30 for U6 snRNA, and 50-CTCAGCCTCCCGAGTAGCTG-30 for
the 7SL control.
DMS footprinting

293FT control or ADAR1 overexpressing cells were grown in two
15-cm dishes. One dish of each condition was treated with 300 mL
DMS (Sigma) for 3 min at 37�C. Medium was removed and cells
were washed with 30% BME in PBS, then PBS two times. Control
dishes were washed with 30% BME and PBS twice. Total RNA was
prepared using Trizol according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Sam-
ples were analyzed by primer extension: total RNA and P32-labeled
primer 50-CTCCTGAGCTCAAGTGATCC-30 were added to a Su-
perscript II reverse transcription reaction according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol. DNA sequencing was done using the Sequenase 2.0
kit (Applied Biosystems) with a PCR product of the region of interest
in the GINS1 30UTR as a template. The completed RT and DNA
sequencing reactions were resolved on a 6% PAGE 0.4 mm gel to
identify the inosine-modified nucleotide (Figure S5B).

Primer extension for 20OMe identification

Total RNA from control and SNORD8 ASO-treated cells was pre-
pared using Trizol according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Reverse
transcription reactions were carried out using primer 50-CGTGTCAT
CCTTGCGCAGGG-30 as described above except duplicate reactions
were prepared with 0.02 mM dNTPs. Samples were resolved on 6%
PAGE 0.4 mm gel and the modified nucleotides were identified as dif-
ferential primer extension stops between the low and high dNTP
reactions and by counting from the excess primer band on the gel
(Figure S3B). The intensity of these bands was quantified between
control and SNORD8 reduced conditions and the average of three
replicates is shown relative to the intensity of the band in the control
condition in the bar graph.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.omtn.2022.05.024.
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